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FOREWORD

This report was submitted January 10, 1973 and covers a
12 month research program entitled Comparative Performance of
Hollow-Cathode and Axial Plasma Helium-Neon Lasers was carried
out during the period from December 15, 1971 to December 15, 1972.
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The program was monitored by Dr. W. F. Schuebel, Capt.
J. Moonan, and Major Robert Owens of the Advanced Electronics Branch,
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Ohio.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval
of the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the ex-
change and stimulation of ideas.

Reviewed and Approved:

Approve~d_________________
Robert I). Larson
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Electronic Technology Division
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ABSTRACT

This report covers a 12 month, primarily experimental in-

vestigation of the comparative performance characteristics of slotted
0

hollow-cathode and ax'al plasma (positive column) 63Z8A He-Ne lasers.

The program included the evaluation of parameters that control power

performance and culminated in the construction of a TEMo0 mode power-

optimized slotted hollow-cathode laser. The program was carried out

in three main phases. First, a 15 mW TEM 0o mode power-optimized

axial plasma laser was constructed utilizing a 1-meter long folded con-

focal laser cavity. Second, a series of systematic parametric evalua-

tions on the 6328R laser oscillation of He-Ne-slotted hollow-cathode

discharges using various cathode diameters was carried out using the

same type of laser cavity. Among the most importait observations made

in this phase were: the inability, due to plasma expulsion from the

cathode interior, to reach optimal operating pressure for maximum
0

632$A output, consec~uently the power output and efficiency were lower

than that of the 6328A axial plasma laser; a sensitive dependence of per-

formance on fractional slot width to cathode area; a quasi-periodLt ,;s-

tribution of discharge erosion along the length of the cathode slot; and

a comparatively high optimal He:Ne mixture ratio. Third, on the basi.,

of the parametric evaluations, a TEMo0 mode power-optimized slottti

hollow--cathode laser wa. constructed using a 1-moter long foWed-

confoval laser cavity. The performanceo characteristic s of this laser

were: maxinmum TEM mode output power of 2 mn% , optimal total
00

operating preswure of 4 Torr, a IHe:Ne mixture ratio of ZO:1 and nominal

clshwharge current and tube voltage of 400 nuA and 220 vults respectively.
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SI INTRODUCTION

Among the several possible regions and configurations of a

gas discharge which may serve to maintain population inversion in gases,

by far the most commonly utilized has been of the positive column region

in both glow and arc discharges. with the column axis aligned collinearily

with the optic axis of the laser c vity. This configuration is hereafter

referred to as an axial-plasma laser (APL). In recent years, much attention

has been directed towards alternative plasma configurations which may

offer special advantages. One of the most successful of these is the family

of new transient, transverse-excited atmospheric pressure (TEA) lasers.

At the low pressure end of the spectrum, encompassing the neutral gas,

rare-gas ion, and metal-vapor ion lasers, a transverse-glow discharge

configuration is rapidly gaining interest of investigators. This configura-

tion has apparent advantages inherent in both the plasma physics and

engineering qualities of the discharge. The configuration studied herein

is the hollow-cathode laser (HCL). In this discharge inversion is ex ited

in the negative glow region.

To date most of the HCL applications have been to the metal-

vapor. rare-gas lasers, Improved electron energy dirttribution, -%nd re.-

duction of cataphoratir-p•.mphng. inhomogeneities, are spec ific HCL ad -

vantages voirwpared to the APL.

This report covers a 12-motith investigation, the broad objectivel

of which were to evaluate and optimize the performance of a 6328A ki--Ne

slotted hollow-cathode laser. A further objective was to compare the HC1.

operating characteristics with those of an optimized APL. The primary

motivation of the program was to J 'tirmine if the slotted hollw-cathode,

6328A lie-No laser could offer an attractive solution to the need for a

ruggedized, low voltage, low beam wander laser.

Section II below reviews the theory and design features of a
o

6328A le-No axial plasma laser. A user-intorartive computer program,

APL, included in Appendix 11, was developed to determine the design
0

paramn-ters for a TEM0 0 power optimized 6328A He-No axial plasma laser.

0I



Section III introduces the concept of the slotted hollow-cathode

discharge and contrasts the basic engineering and plasma physics

differences between it and the axial plasma discharge.

Section IV briefly reviews the design and operating character-

istics of a slotted hollow-cathode He-Ne laser constructed identical

to the original HCL built by W. F. Schuebel, hereafter referred to as

the "Schuebel Equivalent" Tube. 1

Section V summarizes the principal measurements on a variety of

parameters as carried out with the hollow-cathode laser test facility.

The objective of this phase of the work was to identify scaling laws

that characterize the 63Z8X He-Ne slotted hollow-cathode laser.

In Section VI a theoretical model is synthesized that gives

analytic form to scaling relations that are rOYsistent with the mea4ulo-

ments for small-bore tubes. A user-interactive computer model.

HCL, included in Appendix IV. paralleling thtat for the axial plasmra

laser, was developed for designing a "TEMl o power-optimizod slotte--

hollow-cathode laser.

Construction details of an optimired slotted hollow-c4 !thode

laser are given in Section VII and perforniaowe c•omparinns between

this laser and the optinized axial plasma laser are prosonted in

Section VILI.

Section IX draws conclusions and rnakes -eonendatiots based

upon this work concerniing possible methods for ilmproving power and

efficiency from 6328A hollow-vathode lasers.

Finally, Appendices are included which present the computer

program listings and a calibration curve relative to optical gain

1gfl0au remnents.
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SII THE OPTIMIZED AXIAL PLASMA LASER

The 6328R He-Ne APL, because it is the oldest gas laser, is

one of the most thoroughly studied commercially available APL's. The

well documented theory of the axial plasma is reviewed briefly below.

Pertinent results are incorporated in a user-interactive computer program,

APL, that can be utilized to tabulate the design parameters for a specified
0

6328A laser output. A general description of the optimized APL which

was constructed for the performance comparison studies of Section 8 is

also included.

2.1 Plasma Characteristics

He-Ne axial plasma lasers utilize the positive column plasma

of a glow discharge. This is a wall-stabilized plasma, whose axial extent

stretches between the anode and Faraday dark space regions of the dis-

charge, is illustrated in Figure 1. The electron-energy distribution is

Maxwellian in the positive column. The electron temperature mainttins

itself at a value, which balances the production of ions, by electron

"collisians, with the loss of ions, by ambipolar diffusion, to the walls.
* This is the well known Schottky modelI of the positive column. The Schottky

model leads to the important scaling laws, which state that, to first

order, the electron temperature and axial electric field are, for a given

gas, functions of the product of tube diameter times pressure. Specificallyt ,

exp(eVi/kTe) / (eVi/kTe)i/ 2  C1 ((pD) (2.1-1)

S/P CZT e ( . - )
where Vi is the ionization potential of the gas, k is Boltzniann's constant,

C1 and C2 are characteristic constants of the gas, p is the pressure, D is

.the tube diameter, T is the elctron temperature and E is the axiale
electric field.

For a given He-Ne mixture and at a fixed discharge current

the maximum laser gain at 6328A occurs at close to a constant value of

(pD), and, therefore, at close to a constant value of the electron temnperature.
With an optimal mixture ratio of He:No -7:1, the empirical relationship

is

(pD) 3.6 Torr - mm (2.1-3)
opt.

3
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The discharge current optimize s at a value
I (.mA) = 3.5 + 1.5D2  (2. 1-4)
opt.

with D in mm, and corresponds, except for very small bores, to a con-

stant current density and, therefore, constant electron density. Above

this limit de-excitation processes begin to saturate the inversion. In

view of Eq. (2. 1-3), one expects the gain, under optimal conditions, to

increase inversely with the tube diameter since smaller tubes permit

proportionally larger operating pressures and consequent larger inver-

sion densities. The empirical relationship for the gain coefficient is

g = 3. O/D percent/meter (2, 1-5)

with D in cm. An approximate 5C percent increase in the gain and output

pow'er can be accomplished by suppressing oscillation of the high gain
3. 391M- line which competes strongly with 6328X emission by depleting the
upper laser level. This can be conveniently accomplished by splittw_..

the lower level for the 3. 391, in ýransition with about a 100 gauss inhom,--

geneous magnetic field.t

2. 2 Cavity Optimization

Consider the multi-axial nide, single tratisverse TEM mode
operation. There are two main considerations to be addre.ssed in optimizing.

the optical cavity design of a 6328A tte-Ne laser. One is, of t-ourse, the

optinnization of output coupling. The other is diffraction losses as they

relate ti the dependence of the TEM mode dinvens ions and optical-cavity
00

paramete rs,

The Boyd & Gordon relations, which express the mininmim spot

sizeo, and the spot size at the mirrors, 1 1#2 in teoms of the mtirror
radii of curvature, R and It and the mirror separation, d arv significant.
"The syt'vmatric resonator, usting mirrors of equal radii o( curvature,

leads to: X 0/ d ( ) ( )1/4 ( d- 1/4(. -)
W)1(R (2. Z'1

, 17 2(") 14

* .., ( 2) (2. 2-2)

5 (-
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where X is the radiation wavelength. The value of R (for a given d) for

which the mirror spot size is a minimum is readily found from Eq. (2. 2-2)

to be R = d. For this important condition the cavity reduces to the

symmetric confocal geometry and 5:qs. (2. 2-1) and (2. 2-2) become

(W0)conl d ( 1 d )l/2 (2.2-3)

and

(W I, )conf. (w 0 ) conf. (2. Z-4)

The beam geometry for this case is illustrated in Figure 2.

Relationships (2. 2-3) and (2. 2-4) can also be used to describe

the mode geometry of ' folded confocal cavity. That is a cavity in which

a flat mirrc- is placed at the center of symmetry as shown in Figure 2.

In this case, d in Eq. (2. ?-3) is replaced by 2 d' where d' is the

mirror sepa'atin of the folded confocal cavity. The minimum spot size,

11b then occurs at the flat i..,rror. It may appear that, for a given z:rror

separation, th, confocal geo-nutry is not the most efficient as it leads to

a cone shaped mode. In a c,.,lindric-ally shaped plasma tube, a cone does

not fill the volunw. It turns out, however, that the geometry has beeon

found to be more efficient. The folded confocal geometry was used through-

out this investigation.

It has been determined expermvmntally that a diffracting ape.'k1;Vu

of approximately 4 times thue loam spot size will introduce appreciahle

diffr'action loss for higher nrder ntodes while allowingi the TEM rise

to propagate. In view of the fact thaw. the gain intrease% rciprot ally w tth

the dirnoeter, it is advantageous, fur single transverse mode operatior

to dosign the plasma tube of the sr-nall) tL possible diameter consistent with

nuaintaining low diffration loss, 1,tnce, with a tube diamneter of. 4

Appendix I contains the listing of a user-interactive CAV
.computer program that uses Eq. (2. 2-4) tc calculate the spot stk.e versu.

mirror separation for a confocal anJ iolded confocal cavity for 632SA,

The prostram computetp the optimal tube diameter to use for maximum TEM

nmode output power. Au examlpWe output Ini D t 100 cm is shown wh.ich

specifies a tube diamneter of 0. .54 cm for the folded confocal cavity

laser constructed for the comparison studies of Section VIII.

6
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The problem of optimum output coupling in a 63280 He-Ne

laser was considered in detail sometime ago. I For a laser with small

fractional loss per pass, the oscillations will stabilize at a level where

the saturated gain at the oscillation frequency is just equal to the losses.

At this point, the output power density from a four level laser such as

the 63Z8; He-Ne laser transition is,

P = T P (.2-5)sat A + T

where T is the output-mirror transmission,Psat is the saturation power

density of the transition, (Psat = 30 + 3 watts/cm2 for He-Ne 63284 ),

G is the gain per pass through the plasma, and A is the total loss per

pass through the cavity, excepting the output coupling. The optimal value

for T is found by differentiation and is given by

Topt/ZG A/G (I- A/G) (2. Z-b)

for which case the maximum output power density is

Pmax = Psat G(l- A/G )2 . (2. 2-7)

Theee formulas have been incorporated in APL to facilitate0

the design of a 6328A He-Ne axial plasma laser. The program listing

is presented in Appendix i1. It takes as input, the values for plasma

length, loss coefficient, output mirror transparency, and the plasma

tube diameter from which it calculates the maxilmi gain coefficient

from Eq. (2.1-5). The output tabulates optimum mirror transparency,

the output power density, and the power density for other mirror tran-,

parencies. The 1-meter long 2. 3 mm plasma tube specified for optimal

TEMoo operation is required by the computer program CAV, to have an

optimurn mirror transparency is shown to be approximately 3. 9 percent.

8



2. 3 The Optimal Axial Plasma Laser

A photograph of the axial plasma laser which was constructed

in accordance with the above optimal design specifications shown in

Figure 3. A schematic illustration of the plasma and resonator con-

figuration is shown in Figure 4.

As illustrated, two axial discharges are run from a common

aluminum "cold" cathode. Each anode has a separate ballast resistor

of 150 kO each. The tube is fitted with two 1/8"1 thick, 1/10 wave flat

opposing quartz brewster windows. The geometry centered the tube

inside a folded confocal resonator with 1-meter mirror separation. The

flat mirror transmissivity was ! 0. 04 percent. The 2-meter radius

spherical output mirror had a 3. 5 percent transmission.

j
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III THE SLOTTED HOLLOW-CATHODE DISCHARGE

Figure 5 shows the plasma configuration of a slotted hollow-

cathode glow discharge for two different operating pressures. The

plasma, which forms inside the cathode, is the negative-glow plasma

shown in Figure 1. The plasma establishes itself near the cathode,

and will form at a thickness and distance from the cathode that is a

function of the pressure, cathode potential fall, and type of gas. The

cathode potential fall occurs across the Crookes dark space region

between the cathode surface and the cathode-side boundary of the nega-

tive glow. The negative-glow plasma itself is an essentially field-

free region with the current through the plasma being carried primarily

by diffusion. The positive colurn-a is absent in these discharges. The

region between the negative glow and the anode is occupied at high pressures

only by the Faraday dark space and a short anode region. In any case

the potential drop across these regions is quite small compared to

that across the Crookes darl. space. The cathode drop is nominally

Z00 - 300 volts in the HCL. This constitutes essentially the enti!u tube

voltage. In the APL the cathode drop is usually a small fraction of the

total tube drop, nominally I - 2 kv. Most of the tube voltage develops

along the axis of the positive column.

The thickness of both the negative glow plasma and of the

Crookes dark space decrease with increasing pressure. Figure ib

depicts the visible glow of the plasma at a pressure high enough to con-

tract the Crookes dark space and negative-glow region to transverse

dimensions that are small relative to the cathode internal diameter. In

this situation, the electrical characteristics of the cathode discharge

are essentially those of a plane cathode. This geometry is ,rot suitable

for a laser plasma. When the pressure is low enough for the negative

glow from ">pposite sides of the cathode to overlap, as in Figure 5a

both the electrical and optical properties of the discharge are markedly

improved. Much larger currents can be driven through the discharge

as the result of enhanced secondary emission efficiency. Increased con-

centrations of ions and mntastables build-up in the negative glow.

This is an important characteristic for improved laser excitation.

12
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It is clear that there will be a minimum operating pressure

below which the transverse dimensions of the cathode region become

too large to be compatible with stable operation in the cathode interior.

It is observed experimentally that efficient performance of the 6328A

He-Ne laser transition requires, unfortunately, operating pressures at

values where this instability occurs.

The anode-cathode spacing is chosen small enough

to preclude the discharge from running off the outside surface of the

cathode, yet not so small that shorting or arcing occurs. The slot width

is chosen to allow maximum internal cathode surface area without causing

severe Crookes -layer discharge blockage. A more quantitative discrip-

tion of this latter constraint will be taken up in Section VI.

14



IV THE "SCHUEBEL EQUIVALENT" HOLLOW-CATHODE LASER

In order to establish a standard for comparing the work done
0

on this program with the earlier work done by W. F. Schuebel on 6328A

He-Ne slotted hollow-cathode lasers, a slotted hollow-cathode laser tube

was constructed that modeled the original geometry employed in Schuebel's

early studies.' The tube also proved useful in life testing of a sealed-off
tube and for examining cathode-material-dependent effects.

A photograph and schematic illustration of the tube is shown

in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. The brewster windows were identical

to those used on the axial plasma laser. A 1-meter-long folded confocal

resonator with a . 04 percent transmission flat reflector and a b. 4 percent

,ransmission, 2-meter radius output mirror was used.

Prior to taking m easurements the tube was baked at 100°C
-6

at pressures below 10 Torr until gas evolution ceased to effect operating

parameters. Electrical power was supplied to the tube through vatous

ballast resistors typically 100-4'50 ohms from a O-800V, SA variable-out-

put d.c. power supply.

W ithout the use of a cavity aperture, oscillation at t,3" AM

occurred simultancously on several transverse modes. TEVM 0tde oper-

ation was achieved through the use of a diffracting aperture plat ed a;ljav cnt

to the spherical reflector. A power level roughly 1/3 the multimode

value was observed. The results of the "Sehuebel tube" TMM output

power measuremonts are sunmmarized in Figure 8.

As Section V will indicate, a discharge instability occurs as

one attempts to increase output power by reducing the pressure. This

instability places a limit on the performance of a slotted hollow-cathode

lie-No laser at 6328A. These preliminary observations are evidently

consistent with those made by Schuebel on the 6338.9 transition.

Power output instability was also observed, the magnitude of

which depended upon how close to the pressure instability one operates.

With the tube attached to the vacuum station and having the significant

15
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.4.

gas ballast of the pumping station, operation at a pressure of 3 Torr

produced reasonably steady output over periods of up to 45 minutes.

A tube sealed off at a 3 Torr pressure developed discharge instability

and quenching of laser action in less than 15 minutes. Indeed a signifi-

cant amount of material was sputtered onto the glass sections adjacent

to the cathode slot.

19



V PARAMETRIC EVALUATIONS WITH THE SLOTTED

HOLLOW -CATHODE TEST FACILITY
0

Systematic parametric evaluations of 6328A He-Ne slotted

hollow-cathode laser performance were carried out with a demountable

stainless-steel plasma tube capable of accommodating electrodes of

various diameters up to 'l. 5 inches. A photograph of this test facility

is shown in Figure 9. A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 10.

The tube's brewster windows were identical to those used on the APL

and "Schuebel Equivalent" laser.

40 This system, as well as the other plasma tubes used in this

program, was pumped by an 80 liter/sec. vacuum-ion pump in a station

capable of operating at 5000 C and 5 x 10-7 Torr. The vacuum station

was equipped with a 10 k1w, 4 x 8 foot elevating electric oven for discharge-

tube baking, and employed a six-port manifold for fill gas mixing.

Research grade helium and neon gases were used throughout.

Both aluminum and stainless steel electrode materials were

evaluated. The aluminum cathodes, though carefully cleaned, were

found to produce extremely unstable discharges. Discharge localization

to small regions and excessive heating caused the cathodes to loose

rigidity and consequently lead to anode-cathode shorts. It was felt that

while a sufficiently elaborate cleaning and baking techniques might be

investigated to produce stable discharge behavior with aluminum, the

time for the required diversion would be incompatible with a reasonable

multiple-diameter electrode evaluation schedule. Thus stainless steel

electrodes were used throughout the remainder of this phase of the pro-

Sranm.

Electrical power was supplied to the tube from the same power

supply used with the "Schuebel Equivalent" tube and was delivered through

ballast resistance ranging from 150 - 750 ohms as needed.

For the 5 mm and 8 mm I.D. cathodes the two-point cathode

suspension arrangement illustrated in Figure 10 was adequate to main-

tain the cathode in accurate alignment throughout the range of discharge

currents. The 3. 5-tim and smaller 1. D. cathodes, were found to warp

zo
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badly. To overcome this practical problem three co-axial slotted boron

nitride sleeves were placed in the cathode-anode space to provide the re-
quired additional support.

5.1 TEMoo Power vs. Excitation Current and Total Pressure

This section presents the results of the measurements which

have the most direct bearing on the scaling behavior of a 6328A slotted

holl•w-cathode laser.

Systematic evaluations of the dependence of TEMoo output power

on excitation current and total pressure were carried out for four different

cathode internal diameters between 1. 6 and 11 mm. These cathodes had

a constant ratio of slot width to cathode I.D. A special cathode was made

at 3. 5 mm I. D. with two different slot widths. Table I lists the relevant

dimensions of the electrode combinations used. Attempts made to

achieve laser oscillation with an 11 mm I. D. cathode and with a 1. 6 mm

I. D. cathode were not successful, The inability to obtain oscillation was

due, in the first case, to inadequate gain, and in the second case to severe

diffraction losses and plasma instability. The 2. 5 to 8 mm range of dimen-

sions was, however, adequate to define the optimal HCL configuration and

the important empirical scaling relations.

The data presented in this section are for a constant He-Ne mix-

ture ratio of 6:1. The research grade gas was obtained from a pre-mixed

source. The dependencies on gas mixture ratio are presented in Section

5. 2 and shown there to be relatively insensitive to cathode diameter.

A 1-meter optical-cavity mirror spacing was used. The mirror

geometry was folded confocal and the output mirror transmission was 0.4

percent. An iris was placed near the spherical output reflector to restrict

the oscillation to TEMoo mode except for the 2. 5 mm I. D. cathode. In

the latter, the bore diffraction losses were adequate to force single trans-

verse mode operation.

To obtain reproducible values of output power, and preclude a

localized discharge, it was always necessary to strike the discharge at high

pressure (,20 Torr.) and subsequently reduce th- pressure to the range of

interest, The discharge could not be restarted reliably at pressures near

23
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the optimum power output.

Uncertainty in the measured data were caused by a downward

drift in power during measurements, and low pressure instability. Un-

certainty in the optimal pressure is as great as 20 percent. Power output

uncertainties were in the range 10 - 15 percent.

The dependence of TEMoo output power on total pressure and

discharge current for the 3. 5mm, 5mm, and 3. 8mm I. D. cathodes are

shown in Figures 11 through 13. The slot width of each cathode is

40 percent of the cathode I.D. (see Table I). A factor of six reduction

in the maximum power output is illustrated by Figure 14 as compared

with Figure 13. In Figure 14 the cathode slot width is increased to

90 percent of the 3. 5mm cathode I. D. There is a corresponding change

in electrical characteristics of this cathode (see Section 5-3).

The power-vs- pressure curves exhibit a low pressure in-

stability limit. This characteristic is always observed when the power is

rapidly increasing as the pressure is being reduced. The onset of this

instability occurs as the plasma is visually observed to be expelled from

the cathode interior. As expected, this transition is accompanied by an

abrupt decrease in current and increase in tube voltage. Coincidentally,

most of the luminous plasma forms over the exposed end-sections of the

cathode. Once this transition begins, the laser output become erratic

as i-.dicated by the dashed portion of the power-vs. -pressure plots.

No other abrupt changes were noted in the shape of the individual

power-vs. -pressure and power-vs. -current curves, for variations in the

respective chosen parametric value of current and pressure, throughout

the remaining ranges of interest.

Figures 11 and 13 together show the scaling behavior of the

optimum power, defined by the instability, and the corresponding discharge

current. The optimum pressure and current decrease and increase

respeclively with increasing cathode diameter. An analytic model that

corresponds with this behavior will be taken up in Section 6.1. Model

data consider a constant slot width-to-I. D. ratio.

Another important influence of slot width was observed. All

!a
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three cathodes with 40 percent slot width to I. D. ratio exhibited both non-

uniform plasma luminosity and cathode erosion. Erosion occurred in a

quasi-periodic distribution along the length of the cathode slot. An ex-

ample of the observed erosion is shown in a photograph for the 5mm 1. D.

cathode in Figure 15. Average values for the length and spacing of

the erosion spots for the three cathodes are indicated in Table U1.

The wider slotted cathode used for the data in Figure 14 showed

no visible evidence of inhomogeneous discharge formations in the slot,

Interpretation of this behavior is offered in Section 6. 1.
0

Laser oscillation at 6328A was achieved in a 2. 5mrn I. D. cathode

with a 1. 2 mrn wide slot, using a 5. 5 mm 1. D. anode. The active cathode

length was 45 cm. The slotted cathode was positioned at the sriall-beam-

diameter end of the cavity (near the flat mirror). TEMo0 oscillation

occurred without the use of an aperture in this cathode,

No reproducible data could be obtained on either the laser ouip'

or electrical characteristics using this cathode. Both the discharge and

the output power were extremely unstable throughout the entire range of

pressure where laser action occurred (-6 - 10 Tore). The average value

of the output power appeared to increase from 0 to -A0 5 m watts as the

pressure was reduced from -10 to 6 Tore. With the discharge current

hold approximately constant at *300 mLA the average tube voltage rangld

from n'-195 to 10 Torr to 250 volts at 6 Torr.

The nature of the discharge instability, which was present through-

out this range, was quite different fromt that of the low pressure plasna

expluslon. Rather slow ( a few seconds) longitudinal motions of localiz.,ed

regions of the plasma were observed to occur within the cathode. The

Z. 5mmn 1. D. cathode probably represents a practical lower limit ou the

slotted hollow-cathode Internal diameter. Suggested interpretation of the

behavior will be discussed in Section 6i 1.

5. P Partial Pressure Variations

The effect of 14e:Ne partial pressure variation were investigavd

for three electrode combinations: #l, OZ, and 03a. Data are presented in

Figures 16 through 18.
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The sequential procedures followed in taking these measure-

ments were as follows: a) Fill the tube with helium at 10 Torr; b) add

neon to the desired mixture ratio; c) wait at least 5 minutes for mixing

(additional mixing time did not introduce observable changes); d) exhaust

the tube slowly and measure output power at several pressures between

the laser-power output threshold and the pressure at which instability

occurs. Discharge current was held constant during measurements. No

significant dependence of the mixture ratios on discharge current was

noted.

Although optimal He:Ne mixture near 20:1 is apparent, for all

three cathodes, a value of 9:1 gives very similar results. The optimal

ratio is lower than the corresponding value of 6:1 for the axial plasma 6328A

He-Ne laser. Again the tube performance is relatively insensitive to

pressure ratio.

5.3 Current-Voltage Characteristics

Measurements of current-voltage characteristics of the slotted

hollow-cathodes are summarized for several geometries in Figure 19

Note that, to first order, all tubes with the same slot width-to-diameter

ratio have the same excitation slope. The tube voltage is plotted against

reduced current density in accordance with well known similarity laws

applicable to the cathode region'. Similitude predicts a close-to-linear

dependence between the cathode fall voltage over the small range of reduced

current densities encountered in these measurements. The reduced current

density must, of course, be evaluated at the inside surface of the cathode,

and is obtained by dividing the discharge current, by the product of the

inside cathode surface area, and the square of the gas pressure.

5.4 Laser Gain and Optimum Mirror Transparency

The problem of obtaining accurate data for laser gain with low-
0

gain laser transitions (such as the 6328A He-Ne transition) has always
been a difficult one. The method of gain measurement chosen, utilized a

single 0. 5 mm thick variable angle, intercavity, 1/10 wave optical flat.

The small thickness was selected to minimize transverse beam displace-

. ment. To measure gain the flat was first positioned in the cavity near the
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output reflector and oriented parallel to the brewster angle window.

Beam normality was easily obtained by maximizing laser output with

angular position of the flat, The latter was then rotated about an axis nor-

mal to the plane of incidence until laser action was extinguished. The

angular displacement required to extinguish the beam is related to the

round trip excess gain in the cavity. That is the gain is equal to the

total losses. Losses consists of surface scattering, mirror transmission,

diffraction, and the reflective losses off of the flat.

The usual relation for the Fresnel reflection coefficient* cannot

be used to calculate the reflection loss as a function of angle due to strong

interference effects occurring in the thin flat. The flat was calibrated out-

side the cavity by measuring reflectance as a function of angle. The

calibration curve so obtained is presented in Appendix III.

Gain measurements were taken for the #1, #2, and #3a electrode

assemblies each at maximum output power operation. In calculating the

gain, an estimate was made of the contribution of scattering to the net

loss. An average value of 0. 05 percent per window and 0. 2 percent per

mirror surface was used. For the 8mm I. D. cathode the net scattering

loss was comparable to the measured gain. There was a large uncer-

tainty in the gain measurement for this cathode diameter. Three values

for gain measurements and corresponding optimal operating pressures

are shown in Figure 20 for the 3. 5, 5, and 8mm I. D. cathode.

According to Equation 2. 2-6, optimal mirror transparency for

the 8, 5, 3. 5 nun I. D. cathodes are 0.37, 0. 55, and 0.79 percent respec-

tively. These values are not inconsistent with an observed reduced output

when the mirror was changed from 0.4 percent to 2 percent transparency,

the next available transparency increment.

5.5 Mignetic Field Effects

Both homogeneous and inhomogeneous magnetic fields were

applied to the test-facility tube. A 12 turn/cm solenoid was wound around

the tube jacket and split into four adjacent sections. Current was passed

through the sections in opposite directions to provide the inhomogeneous

field.
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It was once conjectured that the application of axial magnetic

field to a HCL might not only serve to suppress oscillation at 3. 94m

but would also stabilize the plasma at lower pressures. The rational for this

projection was that solenoidal field would act upon the high energy

electrons, and, contracting in a known fashion", the transverse dimen-

sion of the cathode regions of the discharge would reduce. Contrary to
this concept the observed predominant effect (both homogeneous and

inhomogeneous) was to degrade the azimuthal symmetry of the plasma.

This doubtless led to a reduced degree of negative-glow overlap. The

efficiency of hollow-cathode discharges depend sensitively upon this

parameter. A reproducible increase in output power was observed at

a field strength near 50 gauss, as shown in Figure 21. The influence

of the magnetic field upon the discharge exhibited a hysteresis which may

have been caused by gross motion of the cathode spots. In the magnetic

field range from 0 to 150 gauss the discharge impedence increased by 5

percent. The influence of either homogeneous or inhomogeneous fields

was indistinguishable.

5.6 Doppler Linewidth

Spectral profile measurements were taken with a Tropel Model
242 Scanning Fabry-Perot Intorferometer. The instrument has an ad-

justable free spectral range of from 50 cm -1 to 0. 03 cm -1 (correspond-

ing resolving power of from >103 to >5x10 ) and an aperture limited

finesse of >50.

Spectral profiles were obtained for both stimulated and spon-
0

taneous emission from the 6328A transition. The results are presented

in Figure 22 for the #3a electrodes. The stimulated emission spectrum

shows, as expected, the unstable presence of several simultaneously os-

cillating axial modes, A meaningful measure of the doppler line-width

cannot be obtained from the stimulated line-width data. The hot-cavity

line width can only be approximated when oscillation is restricted to a

single axial mode. The interferrometer mirror spacing. d, for this case

was 1. 19 cm corresponding to a free spectral range of:
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r-1A FS = l/(2nd) =X2/(Znd)= 1 cm- or0 168A

where n(= 1) is the refractive index of air. The half power width of the
display is

df = cdX/X2 = 65 MHz

As seen in the photograph, the laser was operating on at least two axial modes.
To obtain the spontaneous emission line shape, shown in

Figure 22b, the photomultiplier was used to detect the reduced radiance
0 o

signal. Though filtered with a 50A wide stop band filter cented at 5328A
a high noise-to-signal ratio is evident. The interferometer spacing was 0. 5 cm
corresponding to an estimated full-width at half power line of 500 MHz.
This high uncertainty value is consistent with the value expected for a0
doppler broadened 5328A line at gas temperatures of -,600 K.

5.7 Spectral Noise Characteristics

A Tektronics Model 1L5 speztrum analyzer was employed to
measure the power spectrum of optical noise. A typical linear response
trace is shown in Figure 23.

The shape of the spectrum (ignoring the instrumental artifacts)
correspor-ds rather closely to that published by Haus. otal" for a D. C.
excited axial-plasma He-Ne laser. Both API.. and HCL lase;s show a
relatively large amount of noise in the frequency range between 0 and
100 kHz. Spikes in the spectrum which might be caused by axial-mode

beats could not be distinguished.
5.8 Mitnmum Noise Excitalion Conditions

A simple power output-vs-tinio variation of the 1CL was ob-
served on an oscilloscope for the I2 electrode sat. The detector was
arranged to monitor the dependcnce of laser-light-amplitude fluctuations
on excitation conditions. The mnajor fluctuation c1mponents includes
power supply ripple and an apparent vibration-induced component at 5 1-1z
caused by the mechanical vacuum pump as coupled into the apparatus. No
anomolous amplitude instabilitios were observed as excitation conditions
were varied. The fluctuation level dropped with increasing output power
whether caused by pressure and current chatges. All fluctuation compon-
ents i~ncrease drastically as lasing threshold was approached.
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VI THEORETICAL MODEL, SCALING RELATIONS, AND

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The primary objective of this section is to derive at an expression,
0

corresponding to Eq. 2-3, to relate the maximum 632 8 A gain per unit

length, (available from a given HCL) with a fixed slot width to cathode

I.. D. ratio) to the internal diameter of the cathode. Once substantiated,

the relations will be used in the expressions (eqs. 2. 2-7 and 2. 2-6) to

compute power output and optimal coupling versus gain. This expression

is then incorporated in a computer code. The result can be extrapolated
0

and applied to the performance of a 6328A slotted hollow-cathode laser. The

model is derived from application of similarity principles to the cathode

-' region. A qualitative expression for the optimum operating pressure

versus cathode I. D. , analogous to Eq. 2. 1-3, is alao obtained from this

model. The results are used to interpret the influence of current density,

gas-mixture ratio, cathode-slot width, and the behavior of the small

(I.D. Ž2.5 mm) cathodes.

6.1 Scaling Relation for Optimal -ICL Gas Pressure and Laser Gain

The scaling relation assumes a steady-state. The rate equation

presumes the upper state population density Nu to depend upon the various

plasma parameters.

To first order:
Gain = N a p N f(6-)

where p is the pressure, N is the ;electron density and f depends on the

energy distribution of the electrons.

Two features distinguish the negative-glow plasma of an HCL

and the positive-column plasma of an APL. F irst, as the negative glow

is a fielc tree region. The discharge current in the negative-glow -gion

is carried by electron diffusion:
j e VNe (6.V -2)

where Vdiff is the average, directed! diffusion velocity of the electrons.

However, like the electron drfit velocity of a positive column, the

diffusion speed of the negakive-glow electrons will be a function of (pD):

Vcf D IdN 0 e pdffP) (b. 1-3)

p N ldx

Where D is an electron -if fus lon coefficient, x is the transverse co-

ordinate, and D is the cathode I. D. As in the positive column, a much
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more sensitive dependence on (pD), through the function f, may be anti-

cipated. The gain can be written approximately as:

g ccp j f (6.1-4)

A second important difference between HCL and APL plasma

properties relates to the electron energy distribution. The latter is

not Maxwellian in the negative glow. Instead, the electrons fall into

three grou~ps: 10the Primary Group - electrons emitted from the cathode,

the Secondary Group - ejected electrons resulting from ionization by

the primary group, and the Ultimate Group - electrons thern-alized to

a Maxwellian distribution that behave like positive-column electrons.

Only the Secondary and Ultimate Group - electrons contribute significantly

to excitation. It is not clear which predominates in laser excitation in

a hollow-cathode negative-glow plasma. It has been shown* , however,

that i-a either case, the excitation function, f, in Eq. (6. 1-4) will vary,

(as in the positive column case) sensitively with the product (pD)). It is

not unreasonable to anticipate the existence of a simiple pressure-distance

product relationship that wdi maximize at a wveil definted value of pD.

This maximum represents, as in the positive column case, ani equilibrium

between electron energy distribution and concentration of atoms avail-

ablei for excitation. It is; observed experimentally in the hollow -Cathode

laser, howcver, that as tilt pre8SU rg is reoduced (for a given D) the dis-

charge alwayti becon-es unsta.ble (see Figureta 11 andc 14) before a ma~xi-

mum gain is attained. It is conjectured that this in~stability will occur

whonever the radial dimnens~ion of the negative glow bet-ome comparcable

to the 1. D. of the cathode. At a pressure corresponding to this condition

further duc reases in prossureý ":ould tend to expel! the- plaoma I rort the

interior of the cathode and cause an abrupt incroazw in totaW plasma

voltage. At least tho hypothesis &grees with experimental ob's-.rvationt;

0. visible p)lasma displacement. Ii t may not be coincidence that the. lower

limit to pD is close to both measured and calcu~lated * values of pt (wh1ýer

t ig the thickness of the negative glow).

The value o" the pressure dcfkincd by dii~charge instability in it
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He-Ne HCL corresponds to the maximum observed gain. Unlike the

positive column discharge, the optimal value for pD cannot be a constant.

The thickness of the negative glow, which is equal to the range of the pri-

mary electrons through the gas, depends almost linearily upon cathode-

potential fall. If one assumes, at the point of instability, that p t = pD,
g

then

(pD) op V (6.1-5)

cc
where V Cis the cathode -potential fall.

To derive an expression for the dependence of optimum gain

on cathode diameter the form of f(pD) must be known. A form approxi-

mately consistent with experimental resolution is

f(pD) w i/(pD)2  (6. 1-6)

At a given current density, using Eqs. (6. 1-4), (6. 1-5) and (6.1-6),

the maximum gain becomes,
a: . -1 2

op t (6.1-7)

c (6.1-8)

From Von Engle's theory ,

a c V(1 V /V C) / (6.1-9)

where j is the total current density at the cathode and V " 50 volts) ful"

helium. Note that j and j are used interchangeably as the total

discharge current in the negative glow is carried by the electrons.

Equation 6. 1-9, ex•pressed in terms of D at optimal pressure, Eq.

(6.1-5) becomes

jDO ,X Vc 7/2 (0- VolVo1 (e./-1C)

An expression not inconsistent with the large spread in experimental

data is:
jD• z c V4

At constant current density. gmax reduces to

gma×• l/3/2 611-

Combining Eq. (6. 1-5) with Eq. (6. 1-11)
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Only the form of the equation can be deduced by this very general argument

The proportionality constants must be supplied by empirical data obtained

from gain measurements at optimal pressure and current. Though the

"data has more spread than desired some degree of fit to the data yields:

g 0.7/D 3 /Jo per meter (6.1-14)

at

p D -1 2 "2 Torr cm 1 / 2  (6.1-15)

where D is in cm.

Figure 5-12 shows a force fit of formulas (6.1-14) and (6.1-15)

to the spread in experimental measurements.

Critical to the above analysis is the assumption of a fixed ratio of

slot width to cathode I. D. The analysis and values included in the

equations assumes that both the current density and He:NE mixture ratio

are held at their respective optimal values.

6. 1. 1 Optimal Current Density
2Optimal current density is observed to be 6 -nA/cm

This relative low value (compared to the positive column laser ,,150 mA/
2.

cm ) is consistent with the higher electron densities in the negative glow.

Lower current density is caused by the smaller diffusion-driven drift

electron velocity as compared with the field-driven velocity of a positive
c olurnn.

6. 1. 2 Optimal Mixture Ratio

An optimum He;Ne mixture ratio was found to be near 20:1 for

the 63Z81 HCL (see Figures 16 and 18). The difference between this

value and the 6:1 value for an optimal Ho:No APL is of interest.

As a result of discharge instability, the 1HCL operates in a relatively

high pressure regime. At high pressures the average electron energy

is lower. The function, f, in Eq. (6. 1-1) can be expected to be mo re

sensitive to the electron-cooling influence of neon. Thus higher He:Ne

ratios may be expected.

6. 1.3 Slot Width

A comparison of the characteristics of the two 3. 5 mm I. D.

cathodes, one with a -,40 percent slot width and the other with a "90
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percent slot width (Figures 13 and 14) show higher operating voltage

higher optimum pressure, and reduced output power are associated with

a wider slot. Higher plasma voltage is caused by reduced negative-glow

overlap. As higher plasma voltage increases the thickness of the nega-

tive glow,a higher operating pressure is required. Reduced maximum

output power is observed (see Eqs. (6.1-5) and (6.1-8).

The difference in performance between the homogeneous dis-

charge distribution,as in the 90 percent cathode slot, and the observed

discharge inhomogeneity of the 40 percent slot, is projected to be

a function of the Crookes layer requirements. The plasma observed

in the tube with 40 percent slot is comparable in thickness of the

Crookes layer under operating conditions. An increase from a 40 to

90 percent slot width causes an increase in the electric field of

the Crookes layer. The increased field effectively prevents the

relatively low energy electrons of the negative glow from passing

uniformly through the slot to the anode. At 90 percent slot width the

negative glow passes uniformly through the slot.
When Crookes layer blockage occurs in the smaller slot

the plasma equilibrates by locally reducing the thickness of the Crookes

layer. At a given total current the Crookes layer can contract

(laterally) by locally increasing the current density. A longitudinal

concentration of the constrained discharge develops, increases the

current density, and reduces the Crookes layer thickness to that

needed to permit low energy electrons to flow to the anode. This

plasma contraction requires only a small increase in cathode fall

(compared with a very large increase associated with expulsion of

the discharge from the cathode interior). Concentration of the dis-

charge in the small spots, uniformly distributed along the narrow slot,

is consistent with minimum energy principles. The near periodic

spacing of the spots is doubtless controlled by an equilibrium that

develops between space-charge repulsion and the magnetic attraction

of parallel current filaments observed by "anode spots". Variation
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in the spacing and number of the spots with discharge conditions has

been observed to resemble the behavior of anode spots. As gas pressure

is reduced, for example, the number of spots reduces and their spacing

increases.

For a given cathode I. D., optimum gain is obtained with

small slot widths. The above explanation of spot formation indicates

the onset of complete negative glow overlap. Formation of cathode

spots occurs when the active plasma contracts to the cathode. As

considerable cathode errosion occurs when a slot width is chosen close to

the point where spots forrma slightly wider slot should be regarded as
optimal for longer tube life.

6.1.4 Range of Validity of the Model

An upper limit to cathode I. D. at which formulas (6. 1-14) and

(6.1-15) fail, is undefined. At some cathode diameter the optimal gain

becomes impractically small.

Small cathode diameters lead to two discharge constraints.

The cathode voltage for optimal current density decreases with cathode

inside diameter. A limiting minimum value that can be obtained, that
needed to sustain the discharge, is the normal cathode fall. WVhile

the thickness of the negative glow scales with the cathode diameter, the
relative thickness of the Crookes region with respect to the negative

glow increases (as cathode I. D. is reduced). These constraints produce

the unstable discharge conditions observed with the small (I. ( Ind '. 3
mm I. D. ) cathodes. It is inferred that the plasma voltage is con-

siderably higher than the normal cathode fall (by visual estimation of

the change in thickness of the Crookes layer).
The Crookes layer and negative glow thicknesses t, and t

vary, at fixed current density, according to.:

p tgcc V (6.1-16)

P c 1- 5OIN ) (6.1-17)

or
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const.: , t I tt c g V (1 50/Vc) (6.1-18)
C C

A visual examination of the plasma is used to infer that t /t is close

c g
to one for the 3. 5 mm I. D. cathode under optimal conditions (p = 4 Torr,

V = 200 volts), i.e. in Eq. (6.1-18) const. sl00 volts. As smaller• C

diameter cathodes, e. g. one half this I. D. show intense spatial and

temporal fluctuations, a cathode I. D. near 3 mm is probably close to

the minimum for optimal performance.

6.2 Slotted Hollow-Cathode-Laser Computer Model

A user-interactive, EXTENDED BASIC computer program,

named HCL, is presented in Appendix IV. HCL is completely

analogous to the APL program of Appendix II, and serves as a conven-

ient aid for the design of a 6328k slotted hollow-cathode laser of 40

percent slot width. It only differs from the APL program through the

substitution of Eq. (6.1-14) in place of Eq. (2. 1-5).
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VII THE OPTIMAL SLOTTED HOLLOW-CATHODE LASER

A photograph and schematic illustration of the optimized
HCL, as constructed for final comparison measurements with the
optimized APL, is shown in Figures 24 and 25 respectively.

The anode and cathode internal diameters, cathode wall
thickness, and slot width are identical to those of electrode set #3a of
Table I. The cathode and anode lengths are 80 cm and 73 cm respect-
ively. To avoid severe sputtering onto the ceramic insulators, the
slot was stopped 211 from each end. The 5 cm long glass-end sections
were found to be necessary to avoid contamination of the brewster
windows by the low-pressure plasma-expulsion instability. A single

boron nitride sleeve was placed near the center of the tube to
reduce cathode warping. Unconstrained longitudinal thermal expansion

of the cathode is allowed via a slide fit of the cathode in one of the
ceramic end sections.

The cavity mirrors could not be mounted directly onto the
tubes as severe thermal warping of the tube and cavity misalignment
results from asymmetric heating of the thin outer-wall metal jac1,et.
An external framework was constructed to mount the mirrors and

plasma tube. Mirror support was provided by three 1-meter long, 3/4"
diameter invar rods. Invar was chosen to minimize thermal drift
of mirror alignment caused by radiative heat transfer from the plasma
tube. The mirror mounts are angularly adjustable about two perpen-
dicular axes. The folded confocal uptical cavity conliguration consist
of a . 04 percent transmission flat reflector, and a 0.4 percent trans-
mission, 2 meter radius spherical output reflector.

The final parameters of the optimized HCL tube at seal off

were:

Plasma Voltage: 260 VDC
Plasma Current 395 mA
Total Pressure: 6 Torr
Mixture ratio, He:Ne 19:1
TEM mode power output: 0. 9 + 0. 1 mW
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VIII PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE OPTIMIZED

HOLLOW-CATHODE AND AXIAL PLASMA LASERS

8. 1 TEMQo Mode Power Output and Comparative Excitation

Characteristics

Optimal TEMo0 output power vs. total pressure and discharge

current for the optimal APL and HCL are shown in Figures 26

and 27 respectively. Output coupling and He:Ne mixture ratio are set

at their respective optimal values for each laser as indicated in the

upper right hand portion of the figures.

8.2 Efficiency

The tube voltage at maximum output is also presented in

Figures 26 and 27. The net efficiency is calculated by dividing the

maximum TEM output power by the product of discharge current times

tube voltage and is also shown in the figures.

The lower efficiency of the HCL is due in large measure

to the inability to reach lower operating pressures in the HCL but

may also be due, in part, to the known greater degree of heat generation

which occurs in the cathode region relative to the positive column,

8. 3 Gain

The maximum gain in the axial plasma laser could not be

measured with the single, variable-angle brewster flat used for thy
gaia measurements on the HCL. The large APL gain and small

aperture caused unacceptable beam displacement when the flat wais

.wt at the angle required to quench oscillation. A gain coefficient of

12 percent per meter is calculated from equation 2. 1-5 and is consistelit

with the observed by varying output mirror trantsparercy and r,ýiuparing

results with equation 2. 2-6.

The measured maximum gain of the optimal HCL Z. b i; per

cent per meter.
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8.4 Linewidth

Figure 28 compares the spontaneous emission linewidths for

the two lasers. Again no significant difference is observable, reflecting

evident comparable gas temperatures for the two lasers.

8.5 Relative Axial and Lateral Coherence

8.5.1 Axial Coherence

A direct measure of the axial coherence of the lasers was

accomplished by the measurement of the fringe visibility of the inter-

ference fringes resulting from the passage of the beam through a

Michelson interferometer for various path differences. The fringe

visibility, V, is defined by

V Inmax Imiin (8-1)
' in

m~ax IIIi n

where Iax and i. refer to the intensity at adjacent miaxima aid

nminima of the fringe pattern. V is plotted against patt: d-iffervnce in

Figure 29 and 30 for the optimhied APL and HCL respectively.

As expected, V is a damped periodic function of path differnce.v The
"period" corresponds to the boat frequency betwven axial no-, tot

wvidely separated in frequency.
8.5. Z Transverse Cohe rence

A direct measure of the transverse coheren•:e is obtatswd by

measuring the fringe visibility of the interference fringcs rf-xuiting
from the beams¢ passage through a double s•lit for variou~s slit separa-

tions. This data is presented in Figures 31 flr '.)th A.L and

HCL lasers. As expectod, the fh'inga visibility is equal to one
within xp~er-iniental error for slit separations up) to the, aperture haze

of the laser. The transverse coherence length of both the APL and
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FIGURE 28 (a)
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINEWIDTH OF AXIAL PLASMA LASER. dc 0.5 cm.

FIGURE 28 (b)
SPONTANEOUS EMISSION LINEWIDTH OF A HOLLOW-CATHODE LASER. d 0.5 cm.
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HCL beams is at least equal to the beam diameter.

8.6 Beam Divergence and Spot Size

Measured beam divergence and spot size for the APL and HCL

are presented in Table I11. The measurements are consistent with

what one expects for a TEM mode beam in a 1-meter long folded

confocal 6328R laser resonator.

8.7 Angular Drift in Spot Position

The angular position drift of the HCL and APL lasers was

measured with a Schottky barrier type photo cell incorporated in ratio-

meteric differential amplifiers to read x and y beam displacements from

a reference zero in the normal plane. Because of the large amount of

data needed the amplifiers were fed to 5-1/z digit digital voltmeter and

thence to a minicomputer and magnetic tape recorder. The computer ex-

tracted the statistical values from the raw data and summa rized the prin-

ciple results reported herein in block form.

The ratiometric differential amplifers were first zero checked

by reading a high intensity frosted bulb tungsten-filament lamp for 37'7

samples. Data were taken for maximum, mininiumn, average, aid t Landard

deviation valies from an electrically set zero. The measurement

system sensitivity was set to 97. 1 microradians/volt.

Table IV au-Anrarize the dmtreon btability and accuracy

of the zero setting that was obtained in a quiet laboratory during an

overnight run. The interpretation of symbolism is as follows:

X, Y 4. deviation of the electrical from the m,',thanival
zero. Values of the corresponding variables are

output on a cumulative basis. Units are milli-

radians referred to a source 468 in, hv- from
-I

the detector.

XT, YT 4 hviation in X and Y as inc rernentally rporled

every 1000th data sample or at the tormination

of a run. Thus data for 1000, 2000, 3000, 3777

samples are output for 1O0Oth sample iiicremnents

and one 777th sample increment. Units are

Im:1liradians.
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TABLE IV
ZERO DRIFT STABILITY TESTS OF PRECISION
RATIOMETRIC POSITION DETECTOR
468" REFERENCE DISTANCE

FNF*..TNF
INPUT CONSTANT IN MILLIRADIANS PER VOLT .0971

INPUT FILE NAME MTO:I
MU SIGMA MAX MIN # SAMPLES

X -0.0159 0.00011 -0.0154 -0.0161 1000.
XT -0.0159 0.00011 -0.0154 -0.0161 1000.
Y -0.0103 0.00002 -0.0103 -0.0104 1000.
YT -0.0103 0.00002 -0.0103 -0.0104 1000.
R 0.0000 0.00006 0.0005 0.0000 1000.
RT 0.0000 0.00006 0.0005 0.00000 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN 0 SAMPLES

X -0.0159 0.00011 -0.0154 -0.0163 2000.
XT -0.0160 0.00008 -0.0157 -0.0163 1000.
Y -0.0103 0.00003 -0.0102 -0.0104 2000.
YT -0.0103 0.00002 -0.0102 -0.0104 1000.
R 0.0000 0.00006 0.0005 0.0000 2000.
RT 0.0000 0.00005 0.0003 0.0000 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN 4 SAMPLES
X -0.0159 0.00010 -0.0154 -0.0163 3000.
XT -0.0159 0,00008 -0.0156 -0.0161 1000.
Y -0.0103 0.00003 -0.0102 -0.0104 3000.
YT -0.0103 0.00001 -0,0102 -0.0103 1000.
R 0.0000 0.00005 0.0005 0.0000 3000.
RT 0.0000 0.00005 0*0003 0.0000 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MtIN SAMFLE S
X -0.0159 0.00009 -0.0154 -0s0163 3777.
XT -0.0159 0.00008 -0.0156 -0.0161 777.
Y -0-0103 0.00004 -0*0102 -0.0104 3777.
YT -0-0102 0.00001 -0.0102 -0.0103 777.
R 0.0000 0.00005 0.0005 0. 0000 377"7.
RT 0,0000 0.00005 0.0003 0.0000 777.

STOP I
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R. RT = + are the radial deviation of a vector in the

X-Y plane expressed as an angle and referred to

a source 468 inches from the detector. Units are

milliradians.

The results of the zero stability tests indicate that errors in

beam pointing as small as 100 nanoradians can be measured with con-

fidence.

Table V summnarizes the results of 4339 samples of angular

drift for the optimized HCL laser. There appears to be a gradual drift

in the X-direction of almost 1. 97 microradians where as the Y-direction

drift is only 70 nanoradians during the same interval. The X-drift

corresponds to a net motion of approximately 0. 001" in 40 ft. The

difference between the X and Y drift values is perhaps due to localized

heating of the Invar rods by the hot side of the HCL tube.

Table VI summarizes the results of 12, 000 samples of angular

"drift for the APL laser. Because the optical cavity was open and heating

could warp the mirror holders in the vertical plane. Y drift is anticipated

whereas X drift should be small. The changes in X and Y over the pro-

longed run show tX = 1.8 microradian and &Y<0.l microradian.

Comparing the sigma values for RCL and APL laser for

approximately 4000 samples one can conclude that:

a) The absolute values for the drifts are of the order of

I microradlan.

b) There tends to be more drift in one direction as compared

with its orthogonal coordinate.

c) The relative drift of the HCL laser cavity is greater than

the APL cavity, though the absolute drift is still exceedingly small.

oBecause of the small values involved it seems reasonable to conclude

that the differences In angular drift are more a property of the optical

cavity geometry titan whether the optical cavity is excited by an axial

plasma or slotted hollow-cathode plasma tube.
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TABLE V
ANGULAR DRIFT OF AN HCL BEAM
490" REFERENCE DISTANCE

F TNF
INPUT CONSTANT IN MILLIRADIANS PER VOLT .0928
INPUT FILE NAME MTOtO

MU SIGMA MAX MIN U SAMPLES
X -0.0875 0.00193 -0*0812 -0.0934 1000.
XT -0.0875 0.00193 -0.0812 -0.e934 1000.
Y 0.0588 0.00218 0.0665 0.0531 l100.
YT 0.0588 0.00218 0.0665 0.0531 1000.
R 0.0026 0.00140 0.0032 0.0000 10000
RT 0.0026 0.00140 0.0082 000000 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN 0 SAMPFES
X -0.0862 0.00224 -0.0776 -0.0934 2000.
XT -0.0850 0.00177 -0.0776 -e. 0905 1000.
Y 0.0588 0.00213 0.0665 0,0529 2000.

YT 0.0588 0.00208 0.0651 0.0529 1000.
R 0.0026 0-00141 0.0106 0.0000 2000.
RT 0.0024 0.00129 0.0095 0.0001 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN 0 SAMPLES
X "0.sobo 0.00271 "0.0766 "0.09,14 3000.
XT -0.0826 0,00177 -0.•766 -0.0072" 1000.
Y 0.0585 0.00220 0.0666 0,051PO 3000.
YT 0.0580 0.00222 0.0666 0.0520 1000.
R 0"0l29 0.00153 0,0106 (30000 3000.
RT 0.0025 0.00136 0.0088 O.000I0i 1000.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN 8 SAM4PLES
-0.0838 0.09319 -0.0745 -0.0934 4M.

XT -0.0864 0,00156 -0.074b -0.0862 1000.
0.0582 0.09227 0.0666 0.049P 4000*

Yy14 0570 0.00212 00 0649 0,0494" 1000.

R 0.0032 0.00164 0.0115 0-.000 4000.
RT 0.0023 0.@00136 0.0083 0.0000 100.

Ku SIGMA AAX MIN 0 SAM4PLES
S-60833 0.00330 -0*0745 -0. g9.'1 4339.

XT -0.O794 0.00139 -0.0748 -008P4 339.
Y 6.0561 0.-062M 0.0666 0,0P92 43390
YT 6.0574 0,00180 0.0625 0.0529 339.
R 0.0233 '0.09165 0.0115 0.6080 4339.

~t 0-. 20 0*00168 e. 0053 0.0001 339.
STOP I

R
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TABLE VI
ANGULAR DRIFT OF AN APL BEAM
288" REFERENCE DISTANCE

F TNF
INPUT CONSTANT IN MILLIRAOIANS PER VOLT .1579
INPUT FILEZ NAME MT&tS

Mu SIGMA MAX AIN * SAMPLES
X -6.9245 0903199 -6.0183 -0.6365 los6.
XT -9.9245 6.961?6 -9.0183 -9.9305 1666.
y -9.9393 6.69047 -0.0317 -8.6469 1e63.
YT -8.9396 9.56se7 -09.8317 -6.9469 les9.
R .09628 60-0140 0.8683 6.89660 less.
RT @.am2 8.69146 08.663 6.6630fl 1866.

MU S1IGMA MAX MIN 0 SAMPLES
X -0.6238 6.96197 -6.0164 -9.8321 2606.
XT -2.9231 8.66177 -0.0164 -09.321 16@8.
'Y -0.6464 8.60259 -P.6317 -6.6490 2966.*
YT -0.6417 0.60180 -6.6336 -096499 l666.
R 8.6627 0.66143 s.6165 06.806 2660.
RT 6.6621 6.66143 846695 sees$@ l60e,

M4U SIGMA MAX MIN # SAMPLES
X -8.6231 #3.60213 -6.6139 -o.632 360.0
XT -9.6218 9.66186 -9.6139 -0.0389 166s.
V -90641t 6.66264 -0.3317 -6.6497 3665.
YT -9.4947 099t693 -640360 -0.6497 toes-
R 609928 0030145 646105$ 0.66000 3660.
NT 96.622 6.36138 0*6009 @*.600 I6s",

MU SIGMA MAX HmN SAMPLKS
x -8*4227 0025 -0*8t39 -6.0321 age@.
XT -.6,013 IsSO133 -4.616A -304264 toss*
y -6.04)7 0490261 -1.6317 -6.0497 4636.

YT -06.435 0*061SI -#%0176 -60.843 1026.

MU SZ4A MAE 14IN 6SAM"LES
X-fi.6224 6,00320 -0.0139 10,0324 Soso*

XT -40#212 #*IM01 -0.6140 -614912l 10#06
V 10,9419 0-632414 -0-4317 -0.6401 Soo*-
VT -0.6426 6"9014S -0%0319 -0404931 too$-
1) 0*6627 0*00139 .04163 6.4000 So#*-
I)? $."I#0 QU0809 o.04 6$60 000 M.

"MU S104A MAX "IN AMPE
E-.22 0*66206 -0.3139 'e-0321 6606.

xT -G.e212 0302134 *-tIeS4 -690279 l6se-

VT -0.0420 0.041*53 -0*6351 -000560 1668.
k %fe 6.3826 *cgvt30 $.)6 ."a* 60.0.
RT 0.3617 0#-go I 0.f006 Iwo 6-04 1600.
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TABLE Vt (Continued)

NU SIGMA MAX MIN 0 SAMPLES
X -6Z6221 06.6199 -69*139 -0.6321 7966.
XT -0.1216 8*.61143 -090161 -6.9262 loss.
'V -6.6418 06.6226 -40.317 -6.6596 7996.
'VT -6.0469 0.60145 -6.6361 -6.6457 1ess.

R 6.9925 6.66137 6.0105 6.6690 71666.
RT 6.6t1 6.666999 41.6656 6.66006 lose.

M4U SIGMA MAX MIN SAMPLES
X -96.223 6.06299 -9#0139 -0.8321 5696.
XT -9.6238 06.6129 -9.6190 -6.6294 l669.
'V -0.6415 6.66235 -8.9317 -6.6568 8666.
YVT -G96392 6.66163 -0.6328 -6.6453 1966.
R 6.6606 40111137 6.8165 0.6666 89@6.
RT 6$*"Is 96.6195 0.6882 6.6699 166e.

MU SIGMA MAX MIN f SAMPLES
X -6.6223 9096199 -6.6139 -6.6321 9960.
XT -6.6238 .960121 -09.916 -6.0277 lose.
'v -608410 6.66272 -6.6281 -9.0568 9999.
'VT -6.6369 8.80175 -I*V.:. 51 -G.6425 lose.
R 6.00028 6.6914 6.6133 .66690 9010.
RY 6.6618 9060111 4001490 Sa66o@ les6.

MU SIGMA MAX M"IN SAMPLES
X-0.6226 96.6196 -6.6139 -0.9321 140909.

XT -06.635 6.63140 60.6149 -90028? lease

'V -0-8046 .069314 -*0.261 -90.610 146666.
'VT -946351 0.66166 -0.6296 -0.6460 to66e.
R 6.6031 6.66175 0.6133 0.660 loses*
RY 0.0019 0.60163 6.0063 8.s00l 160441

"k)J SIGMA MAX "IN 0 SAMPLES
X -0,0226 6106190 .6.6139 -0*0321 ties$%

xv -0.0231 0.69162 -6.0193 -0*6209 500N.
'V -6.0394 6.00363 -6.0241 6.0506ss 11646.
'Vt -0.833S 0.60126 -06026t 0403112 lose,
A 6.0834 0.00196 048M3 0.0000 41000.

MU, SIGMA MAX 14IN 0 SAMPLEq

X -0.6027 .60169a -90.139 -643-01 124411*
XY -4*6240 0406106 -0-0212 0.60193 1#00,

'V -0,03#0 0.0#421 -060622 -4-45*P, IPO#O.
'VT -0.0313 0.00129 16.6252 -0.0346 1080.
R 66.0038 SO 41209 0.0139 loses# 12060,
RT 0.1416 So 0.60829 0.64144 so.64 IOU.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The most important deterent to immediate application of a

c. w. -iotted hollow-cathode laser as a ruggedized high-reliability,

low-voltage laser is sputtering and therefore short operating lifetime

as a sealed metal-walled laser.

A crucial low pressure instability currently places a con-
0

straint on the maximum power output at 6328A. The tendency of theo

HCL, when power optimized for 6328A transition, to operate at lower

pressures than the APL necessitates that the HCL operate more

efficiently if it is to compete in terms of power. No basis for this

ability was found in this research.

The low-power instability was not found for laser transitions
3pumped by the triplet metastable level (Z S of helium such as the

o 0
r-eon 11523A line. Preliminary tests on the 11523A line indicate that

c. w. slotted hollow-cathode discharge mnay outperform the comparable

APL laser. Power outputs of up to 30 mW were obtained with mir-rorg

that were notpower optimized. At the maximum excitation curreut

used the power slope was still positive. More research is indicated in
0

this area of a higher power compact 11523A laser source.

Two methods, alternative to reducing the gas pressure~may

be investigated to Improve HCL average power:

a Operate under pulaed conditions to increase the average

electron energy on a transient basis.

6 Introducing a grid or similar structure in the plasma upon

which olectron-ion recomnbination can occur.

* Neither method can be expected to increase pow•r efficiency

by an order of magnitude.

The slot geometry of the discharge profoundly affet t he

laser efficiency and stability. Further experimentation on other than the

slotted hollaw cathode geometry would seem appropriate. A perforated

cathode with holes of the same relative area as seen in the sputter marU-

ings on the cathode slot would be a good starting point.
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APPENDIX I
CAV Computer Program
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LAY

04111 REM PRn,, CALflS LASER -SP,1T SIZE AT THE HIRRORS Of A FOLDED
0020 RE1 CONFOCAI RESONAOIR (*,q & WI) AND SYNETRIC CONFOCAL
0030 REIM RESONAT-R (W2) AND OWFRACTION LI'JI1TEO IIRE DIA~4FER, 4'11
0040 ~E A AND) 4,1? RESPECTIVELY AS A FRACPTION OF O1iRR9R SEPARATiON, 0,
0050 REOI FOR A 4AVELEN0iT OF 61329A

007 PRINT wINPiUT "AE NUMBER OF NIRROR SEPARATIOINS TO RE TESTED"
000INNiT 8

0040 PH!IT "INP11T THE VALIIWS FOR 4IRRRIR SEPERATHIN I4 row
0100 FOR J::1 T,1 R
0110 INPIT n(j)
011S REF X J
0120 PRi T
0130 PRINT
0140 PRINT
o15-1 PR INT wncrip~t;TAB (1 0;",y0 (CO; TAR (R);w~11 Cilw: TAR (41'
0155 PRINT "w2(CN)";TAR(s4);"4W1(CuI";TAR(64I:"4w2(C4)"I

0170 PRINT
0180 PRI,4T "**~*********~A***~A*A
0190 PRINT
0?200 F9R J:)I TO R

02? 0 11: 0*1.41
1123 0 ?:0

IVS50 14:4 411

u26 0 PRINT
027 0 NEXT J
(Poe0 ENO

APPENDIXI

CAV COMPUTER PROGRAA
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:Via

INPIIT THE NUMBER 'IF MIRROR SEPARATIONS TO RE TESTFn
?I

jWllT THE VALU4S FOR 41RHOR IEPFRkTION IN C4
?l100

](C0) wO(CM) WWCII) WNW 441(C) 40 ,)

100 4,4891SE-02 6.329?6E-0. 4.40q`1-0J? ,Ei11 .172319

APPENDIX I (Continued)
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APPENDIX II
APL Computer Program
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APL

0010 REV (OGC CAL•S FOX A 8.t3A HE-NE APt, MAX GCAIN, OPT Mill TIIAMS
0020 REV AND CORRESPDIMg OPT WATTS/C'ERX!2 OUT, AIDO VX VATTSIcNMZ

INMO MEN FOR XI1 MIRROR GIRANSPAfRENCIES VS &LAiA LEWNTI. L, TIOE

0040 REM OIAMETER, 0. AIND LOSS COErFIC[lENT, A.
O850 Di0 AI10iI,,IODOL11N0IT(INNI
0O0 PRINT "HUI MART VALUES OF OUTPUT MIiROR TRAisP lilt aE TESTEIS?
1010 INPUT I
0100 PRINT "INPIT THE VALUES FOR TRAIMSISSIOr
011D FOX I:1 TO T
0020 INPUT T1lI
0131 NEXT I
0140 PRINT "4101 MANY VALUES OF PLASMA LENGTH WILL RE TESTED?"
01cs INPUT 0
016s PRIMT "INPUT TdE VALUES OF PLASMA LENGTH 1 CNW
0170 FOR J:1 TO 0
110 IMOPUT L(J)
0190 NEXT J
(PM PRINT "OIE NANl VALIIES FOR TiE LOSS CO.F WILL RE TESTED*
W770 IMPUT A
0280 PRINT "INPUT TUE VALUES FOR THE LOSS COEFICIlENT"
029M FOR 0:1 TO A
1310 INPUT AINM
AA11 NEXT K
WO PRINT "HW MINY VALUES FOX TIBE DIAMETER WILL ME TESTEW"
kUsO INlP1' 6

(040 PRIt "IMIPUT TIE VALUES FoD TIME DIAMETER i4 (4"

13511 FOR 01:0 TO G
0360 INPUT 0IU1
1:370 NEIT UI
(09A FOX J:1 TO 0
0400 FOR K-I TO A
MilO FOX 1:1 Tq C
N11 gqA(113,/00Wl) )L (J)

041? TN:OoCOOAI)ICItIIfIMII-IAICtl(II
10,.. PM:3INC(I1-(A10/ Ilf) G)( II)Qt

M4,M PRM0"11 i01 11llll 1 Wl ~ll NlA'U~l~lll '
04il i llMIX PRINT "MMMARIMlNVOMONM( I N0(MMN-VAGIMA"ANVAIR

0100 PRINT
0440 PRINT

0460 PRINT TASI0RI;'QPT NATIS/CMOV? XXT : ":PN
1480 PRINT
M8U0 PRINT

MOn PRINT
MON PRINT

MUM1 PRINT Tl,0570 EOR 1T I

a I0 PRINT T(III'p

MslX MET I

O1(10 •fUI K

1S0 NEXT 3J

0MO0 EMO

APPENDIX II
APL COMPUTER PROGRAM
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V

APL

HOW MANY VALUES OF OUTPUT MIRROR TRANSP WILL RE TESTED?
?5

INPUT THE VALUES FOR TRANS4ISSION
?101
?.025

?. 04

HOW MANY VALUES OF PLASMA LENGTH WILL RE TESTED?

INPUT THE VALIUES OF PLASMA LENGTH IN CM
?100
HOW MANY VALUES FOR THE LOSS COEF WILL RE TESTED

INPUT THE VALUES FOR THE LOSS CnEFICIEN7

0ir MANY VALUES FOR TURE DIAMETER WILL BE TESTEII
?I
INPUT THE VALUES FOR T1I9E DIAMETER IN CM

TUBE IANM .25 LOSS COEF ".005 LENGTH 100

GAIN - .12
OPT XMISSION : 3.89119BE-0?

OPT WATTS/CMii*V WIT 2.28031

•MISSION,T WATTSICMVNP OIIT, P

.01 2.1

.035 2.28571

.04 t

.05 1.7711273

DONE

APPENDIX II (Continued)
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APPENDIX III
Gain Measurement Calibration
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APPENDIX IV
HCL Computer Program
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1011 REM PROC CALCI FOR A 6328A X6-41E 4PI, MA1 CMIl, OPT Alit TRIIT,
1121 Rll AND CORIIFSPOIMC OPT WATTS/Cliut OUT, AND All 01ITTS01U2
31.1 IEMI FOR OWNE MIRROR iPIASPNRdCIES IS PLANi LEE1h, L. TUI6E
6646 ICM DIANETEA, 0, 110 LOSS COEIClEAT, A.

13111 PtIAT M1W MART VLUtES OF OUTPUT 6111111310 , MRNS ILL K TESIE11Pw
113l INPUT I
Off1 MINT 011POT THE VALUES FOR 1IASKISSION'

1121 lIfvI Till
AIR NEXT I

414 POINT '613 MAY VALUES OF PLANm LE1191 WILL of 1IHIEG?'
1151 INPUT 0
110S PRINT *INPUT TIE VALUES OFFU '1.4 LICII Eir

fill INPUT! LJi)

ISO PRMil 19 MAOT VALKIS FOA IMF LOSS COEF WILL At ItSTCrm

ell INPUT! A
08PRIM NT! i1P!! THE VtALES FOR 164 LOSS COICi(MT-
lilt FOR 1-1 TO A
ell IMPUT i III

A!M PRim *a St WALTKn S foe Tot 01INEICIE WILL K YESll7'

D5o INPUT! 01

ell tillTý
elf FUN 111 TO I
offM FDA 01 TO A

all (01 iS TIOM)IilI1.

Nit !3011(A t :1 0tIIIIjIIh-! MNC110 f tllI

oil PRil!

0141 PRilt

oil PRIM! ON~E 0.1AR 1 *10InuI~.S CCII I'UI1IMt6C1M "LJ)

64.1 "Ill A!W1CI
Net PRM!l IAIIIII'O 49 131 6 I I$

No4 1 01 11IM! AR W I'tP villumMal out a I

004! PRIN!

Nit MiltI

III MiltS

APPENDIX II
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RUN
ýCL

I)W MANY VALUES OF OUTPUT MIRROR TRAMSP WILL BE TESTED?
?4
INPUT TIE VALUES FOR TRANSMISSION

?.,01

?. 02
?.03
?. 04

0i1 MANY VALUES OF PLASMA LENGTH WILL DE TESTED?
71

INPUT THE VALUES OF PLiASM LENGTH I1 CM
7100
IEW MANY VALUES FOR THE LOSS COEF WILL DE TESTED
71

"NPUT THE VALUES FOR THE LOSS COEFICIENT
?.005
01N MANY VALUES FOR TUBE DIAMETERI WILL HE TESTED
71

I4PUT THE VALUES FOR TUBE DIAMETER IN CM

TI•E OIAM .35 LOSS CUEF - .005 LEkGTH 100

G•NA : 3.380I2(-0?
OPT XNISSIGN : 1.fi06Z4E-Ce
OPT IATTS/CmNI2 OUT .768?18

*Ilq"siq4,T IATTSICoil? OUT,P

.01 .714185

.OZ .?St4?

.03 .621?71
*04 .42?269

APPENDIX IV(Continued)
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